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keeps appearing every so often to remind Technology of the merits of Pilo. The Tech's funny sheet... adding to the well filled social calendar were the many dances of varied success sponsored by numerous Tech clubs: the K-15 Club, the Catholic Club, the International Club, the Oving Club, the Ole Club, and the Walker Staff, being most active in this capacity. Partying is the spice of life, and that exemplifies the types of dances held by these Clubs. Prom formalities ranged through football and get-togethers down to the extreme of informality at the frequent square dances.

...as the Christmas vacation drew near the festivities again took the initiative with formals holding the upper hand and Bungalow showing the way. Adding to the holiday spirit the Dorm annuals formally ended the New Year. The first term finals, Tech students again found themselves in the more lax atmosphere of the beginning of the second term, and entertainment promised post-finals fun.

...that substantial post-Vacation activities sponsored by numerous Tech clubs: the 5:15 Club, the Walker Staff, being the leaders of the Architectural school, and are keeping the Architectural design completely up to date. The Tech To Distribute This Issue To Freshmen. It is planned to distribute this issue of The Tech to all members of the incoming freshman class. In this way The Tech hopes to assist the freshmen in becoming better acquainted with life at the Institute.

The subject of limitations of fields is the Industrial Design option. Although this has been added to major in this subject, there is a constant demand for men who can design articles for commercial production. For many years Building construction courses were given under the supervision of the department of architecture, but more recently Course 15 has been added and has specialized in construction problems. Regional planning is becoming increasingly popular as a branch of architecture, according to the dean. This year a new course was added which specializes in City planning, following the standard freshman year instead of the regular architectural first year. The Tech hopes to assist the freshmen in becoming better acquainted with life at the Institute.

Late in August, when complete lists of those admitted to the class of 1946 are available, a copy of this issue will be mailed to the home address of each man.